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Abstract
Text summarization and information extraction systems require adaptation to new domains and languages. This adaptation usually
depends on the availability of language resources such as corpora. In this paper we present a comparable corpus in Spanish and English
for the study of cross-lingual information extraction and summarization: the CONCISUS Corpus. It is a rich human-annotated dataset
composed of comparable event summaries in Spanish and English covering four different domains: aviation accidents, rail accidents,
earthquakes, and terrorist attacks. In addition to the monolingual summaries in English and Spanish, we provide automatic translations
and “comparable” full event reports of the events. The human annotations are concepts marked in the textual sources representing the
key event information associated to the event type. The dataset has also been annotated using text processing pipelines. It is being made
freely available to the research community for research purposes.
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1. Introduction
Text summarization (TS) and Information Extraction (IE)
(Poibeau et al., 2012; Saggion and Poibeau, 2012; Pisko-
rski and Yangarber, 2012) are key information access tech-
nologies the adaptation of which depends on the availabil-
ity of language resources such as domain corpora. Here,
we are concerned with the creation of resources for the
study of multilingual and cross-lingual information extrac-
tion (Gaizauskas et al., 1997; Maynard and Cunningham,
2003) and summarization (Saggion, 2006) in Spanish and
English. We have created an annotated dataset of compara-
ble Spanish and English event summaries in four applica-
tion domains with the objective of contributing to the study
of TS and IE with a unique resource. We focus our research
on short event summaries for various reasons: First, event
summaries can be found on the Web and in newspaper col-
lections; Second, event summaries as those we study here
are rather concise, therefore being of interest for automatic
text generation applications such as non-extractive summa-
rization; Lastly, the summaries we have collected contain
the key/essential information of the reported events, there-
fore being of value for manual or automatic domain model-
ing.
An example of comparable summaries in the aviation acci-
dent domain is shown below:

2008 January 17 - British Airways Flight 38, a
Boeing 777-200ER, lands short of the runway
at London Heathrow Airport in the United
Kingdom. Nine of the 152 people on board
are treated for minor injuries, but there are no
fatalities; this is the first loss of a Boeing 777.

2008 17 de enero: el Vuelo 38 de British Airways
(Boeing 777) sufrió un accidente al tomar tierra

en el Aeropuerto de Londres-Heathrow proce-
dente de Pekı́n. No hubo vı́ctimas mortales.

An example of comparable summaries in the terrorist attack
domain is shown below:

Monday, February 19, 2007. Around midnight
on Sunday, a pair of bombs exploded on the
Samjhauta Express (Friendship Express), a night
train going from Delhi, India to Lahore, Pak-
istan. At least 68 fatalities have been reported.
Two more suitcases with improvised explosive
devices have been found on the train. Some 13
passengers were reported injured, some with
severe burns.

19 de febrero de 2007: Fallecen 66 personas y
más de 60 resultan heridas a consecuencia de la
explosión de dos bombas en un tren que enlaza la
India con Pakistán.

It is important to note that because these are comparable
summaries, the information in one language may differ
from the information in the other language, therefore be-
ing a specially interesting dataset for applications in cross-
language information extraction (Hakkani-Tür et al., 2007)
and cross-lingual summarization (Saggion, 2006).
This paper describes the CONCISUS corpus of event sum-
maries and additional resources for IE and TS. The paper
also proposes a number of research scenarios for using the
dataset. The paper is organized in the following way: The
next Section gives an overview of related research in re-
sources for TS and IE. In Sections 3. and 4. we describe
the process of data collection and manual annotation. Sec-
tion 5. gives an overview of the tools used for automatic
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text processing while Section 6. indicates possible experi-
mentation frameworks. In Section 7. we describe additional
resources that make up the dataset and lastly in Section 8.
we close the paper with some conclusions and avenues for
further developments.

2. Related Work
Over the past few years a number of initiatives have pro-
duced valuable resources for TS and IE. For example in
the IE context, the Message Understanding Conferences
(MUC) (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Cowie and Lehn-
ert, 1996; ARP, 1993) and the Automated Content Extrac-
tion (ACE) Program (ACE, 2004) have created corpora in
English and other languages which are made available to
the research community. In TS the Document Understad-
ing Conferences (DUC) (Over et al., 2007) and the Text
Analysis Conferences (TAC) (Owczarzak and Dang, 2010)
have contributed with summarization tasks, documents, and
reference summaries for both system adaptation and eval-
uation. There are however few datasets such as the one
we describe here which, although small, provides a variety
of domains and text types, and is annotated with rich do-
main information. There are various multilingual datasets
in the machine translation field such as the Europarl Multi-
lingual Corpus (Koehn, 2005) or the United Nations Paral-
lel Corpus (Eisele and Chen, 2010) or the JRC-Acquis mul-
tilingual parallel corpus (Steinberger et al., 2006): none of
them is annotated with the necessary information to carry
out IE or TS adaptation directly. Attempts have also been
made for the automatic creation of comparable corpora in
different languages using Wikipedia (Gamallo Otero and
González López, 2010): such resource could be used to
train statistical machine translation systems for example,
but not for TS or IE. The SummBank corpus (Saggion et
al., 2002) is a multilingual parallel summarization dataset
in Chinese and English which has been used in large scale
text summarization and information retrieval experiments
(Radev et al., 2003). The 2011 edition of the TAC confer-
ence included a multilingual summarization task and as a
result a multilingual summarization dataset (Arabic, Czech,
English, French, Greek, Hebrew, and Hind) was created
containing source documents and human and system sum-
maries. It is however not suitable for IE.

3. Data Collection Methodology
The dataset we have created from available Web sources
consist of comparable event descriptions in Spanish and
English of four different domains: aviation accidents, rail
accidents, earthquakes, and terrorist attacks. The method-
ology for collecting the data is manual, but we believe it
could be implemented in a semi-automatic way. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the data collection and annotation framework: the
top of the figure indicates the collection and annotation of
comparable summaries in Spanish and English. The bottom
part of the figure illustrates the automatic translation of the
summaries and their annotation (see Section 7.). In order
to collect the summaries, a keyword search strategy was
used to search for documents on the Internet using Google
Search.

Keywords per domain were defined and used to select a
set of Web pages in Spanish, for example the keywords
“ataques terroristas” (“terrorist attacks”) could be used to
find pages on terrorist attacks. The pages returned by the
search engine were examined to verify if they actually con-
tained an event summary and in that case a document was
created for the summary (it is usual to find multiple sum-
maries in a single Web page). The documents were given
names indicating the type of the event and the date of
the event/incident (e.g. terrorist-attack-ddmmyyyy). For
each summary in Spanish, the Internet was searched for an
equivalent English summary (not a translation) using key-
words pertaining to the domain and keywords of the Span-
ish summary (e.g. the date of the event, the location of the
event). This lead to equivalent English summaries for most
Spanish datapoints. Summaries in English are also given
unique document ids. The ids of the equivalent summaries,
the source of the summaries, and additional meta informa-
tion is recorded. For each domain, semantic information
components were defined (e.g. slots describing the event
template) as follows:

• Aviation Accidents: Airline, CauseOfAccident, Da-
teOfAccident, Origin, Destination, PlaceOfAccident,
etc.

• Rail Accients: TrainLine, CauseOfAccident, TypeO-
fAccident, Victims, etc.

• Earhquakes: Magnitude, Epicentre, AffectedAreas,
Fatalities, Injured, etc.

• Terrorist Attacks: Perpetrator, Victims, DateOfAttack,
Injured, etc.

4. Text Annotation
The process of corpus annotation is carried out using the
GATE annotation tool (Maynard et al., 2002). A GATE an-
notation schema per domain was defined as comprising all
semantic components of the event type1. Text documents
are loaded in the GATE annotation tool together with the
appropriate schema and manually annotated by one anno-
tator2, note that the same schema is used for both Spanish
and English. The resulting rich structure is saved in XML
format. Also part of the CONCISUS Corpus is an instan-
tiated template for each summary, examples of which are
shown on Tables 1 and 2.
Tables 3 and 4 provide the dataset statistics: number of
documents collected and annotated, the average sentence
length, the average number of words, and the average num-
ber of domain entities (e.g. slots) in each document.
As can be appreciated, the documents are rather short but
packed with semantic information. As a consequence, sen-
tences in the texts will be rather complext with various
verbs per sentence and complex syntactic phenomena used
to link all semantic information.

1The annotation schemas are also part of the CONCISUS Cor-
pus.

2The annotations are checked and corrected by a curator.
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Figure 1: Corpus Creation Framework

English Terrorist Attack Template
City: Colombo
Country: Sri Lanka
DateOfAttack: January 31
Injured: 1,400
Target: Central Bank
Perpetrator: LTTE
TotalVictims: 90
TypeOfAttack: suicide bomber

Table 1: Instantiated Template for a Terrorist Attack Event (English dataset)

5. Automatic Document Processing
All summaries were analysed by automatic processes as de-
scribed below:

5.1. English Text Analysis
The English summaries were linguistically analysed by
the default text analysis and named entity recogniser dis-
tributed with the GATE system. Although this is a sys-
tem not trained on the type of data we are dealing with,
we needed an off-the-shelf system to come up with basic
linguistic information such as parts-of-speech and general
named entities. The components we have used from the
GATE system are a sentence identification program, to-
kenizer, parts-of-speech tagger, rule-based morphological
analysis, dictionary lookup, and named entity recognition
and classification.

5.2. Spanish Text Analysis
The Spanish summaries were linguistically analysed with
two components: an adaption of the TreeTagger software
(Schmid, 1995) so that it can be executed from the GATE
system and our own named entity recognizer. TreeTagger
provides tokenisation, parts-of-speech tags for each word,
and morphological (lemma information) analysis for
Spanish (the default trained system was used). Named
entity recognition is carried out using a machine learning
component developed using Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) trained over data from the CoNLL evaluation
program (Sang, 2002). The CoNLL 2002 Spanish dataset
which provides information on named entities such as
Location, Organization, Person, and Miscellaneous was
analyzed using parts-of-speech tagging and morphological
analysis from the TreeTagger package. The named entity
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Figure 2: Aviation Accident Summary Annotated with Semantic Information

Spanish Terrorist Attack Template
City: Colombo
DateOfAttack: enero de 1996
Injured: centenares
Target: Banco Central de Sri Lanka
Perpetrator: Tigres de la Liberación Tamil Eelam
TotalVictims: 90
TypeOfAttack: explotar un camion-bomba

Table 2: Instantiated Templates for a Terrorist Attack Event (Spanish dataset)

recogniser is based on SVMs classification (Li et al., 2004)
trained over word roots, parts-of-speech, and orthographic
information using context windows of 5 words around the
token to be classified.

6. Uses of the Corpus
We believe this dataset is rich enough to carry out exper-
iments in information extraction – identifying the key se-
mantic elements of each event type – in various conditions,
such as:

• training and testing in summaries;

• training in summaries in one language and testing in
comparable full documents; and

• training in original summaries and testing in transla-
tions.

We have carried out experiments in each of the above sce-
narios and results have been reported elsewhere (Saggion
and Szasz, 2011). Here, and to give an idea of the obtained
performance, we describe monolingual IE experiments. We
have developed domain independent information extraction
systems for English and Spanish. The systems are again
based on SVMs (Li et al., 2002) which are trained on the
human and machine annotated summaries. The features
used to represent the learning instances are: words, word
orthography, lemmas, parts-of-speech tags, and named en-
tity information. Windows of 5 words around each target
token are used to represent the learning instances.

Because the CONCISUS dataset is rather small we have
carried out 10-fold cross-validation experiments per do-
main and language, adjusting the parameters of the SVM
to obtain an optimal system. Monolingual information ex-
traction results in terms of standard precision, recall, and
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Figure 3: Aviation Accident Full Report Annotated with Semantic Information

Event Docs Sents. Words Entities
Airplane Accident 32 2 48 8
Rail Accident 43 1.4 25 6
Earthquake 56 1.6 41 4.8
Terrorist Attack 53 2.2 52 6

Table 3: Spanish dataset statistics.

f-score (Piskorski and Yangarber, 2012) are presented in
Table 5: these results aggregate all semantic types into a
single figure. The results are still modest especially if com-
pared with systems trained over larger datasets (i.e. over
400 documents (Li et al., 2005)) but they are somehow ex-
pected, not only because of the reduced amount of train-
ing data but also because of the uneven distribution of each
semantic type in the dataset, with some types (such as the
date of the event) being present in most summaries and oth-
ers (such as “flight origin” and “flight destination” in the
aviation accident domain) being present in just a few sum-
maries.

7. Translations, Full Documents, and
Man-Machine Annotation

In addition to summaries of events, and to provide in-
frastructure and support for cross-lingual IE experiments,
we have also produced translation of each summary using
Google Translate. For each summary in Spanish a transla-
tion into English is produced and for each English trans-

lation an automatic translation into Spanish is produced.
These translations are also annotated with the annotation
tool, but note that because of the noisy status of automatic
translations not all information in the translations can be ac-
curately identified. Examples of automatic translations of
the summaries introduced above (see Section 1.) are:

2008 January 17: The British Airways Flight 38
(Boeing 777) crashed at the airport to land at
London Heathrow from Beijing. There were no
casualties

2008 17 de enero - British Airways Vuelo 38, un
Boeing 777-200ER, las tierras por debajo de la
pista en el aeropuerto Heathrow de Londres en el
Reino Unido. Nueve de las 152 personas a bordo
son tratados por lesiones menores, pero no hay
vı́ctimas mortales, lo que es la primera pérdida
de un Boeing 777.

As it can be appreciated (in boldface in the examples) the
translations can be considered noisy data because of the
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Event Docs Sents. Words Entities
Airplane Accident 32 1.5 46 9
Rail Accident 36 1.3 30 7
Earthquake 44 2.8 71 7
Terrorist Attack 47 1.8 48 7

Table 4: English dataset statistics.

Event Prec Rec F
Train Accident Spanish 0.47 0.41 0.44
Train Accident English 0.65 0.53 0.58
Aviation Accident Spanish 0.64 0.46 0.54
Aviation Accident English 0.68 0.63 0.66
Earthquake Spanish 0.61 0.46 0.53
Earthquake English 0.51 0.37 0.43
Terrorist Attack Spanish 0.64 0.48 0.55
Terrorist Attack English 0.61 0.50 0.54

Table 5: Mono-lingual Information Extraction Experiment Results (Summaries)

errors they contain.

For each reported event we also provide, whenever possi-
ble, a full event report in Spanish and English containig
details of the event beyond the information of the sum-
maries. These comparable full documents are very useful
for experimentation in monolingual and cross-lingual TS.

The human annotation of translations and full documents is
done in a human-computer collaborative way. The method-
ology is illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 1: the in-
formation extraction systems described in Section 6. are
first applied to the automatic translations and the full docu-
ments, and then extraction results are corrected by a human
annotator. We are currently evaluating the performance of
the extraction from full documents given systems trained on
summaries. In Table 6 we report preliminary results for ex-
traction from full documents in the aviation domain: results
are comparable to extraction from summaries.

8. Conclusions
Corpora and language resources for the adaptation of nat-
ural language processing systems are of paramount impor-
tance, especially with the current need to develop extraction
and summarization technology to distill the increasing vol-
ume of online text. We believe this work contributes with a
rich cross-lingual dataset to the study of cross-lingual infor-
mation extraction and summarization. The corpus covers
four application domains and two languages and contains
monolingual comparable summaries in Spanish and En-
glish, summary translations, and full documents. The doc-
uments have been annotated by a human annotator follow-
ing an annotation schema per application domain. Trans-
lations and full documents have been annotated with the
help of an information extraction system trained on mono-
ligual summaries. We have also carried out a set of machine
learning experiments to show the value of the dataset. The
results are still modest but they should be assessed consid-

ering the limited syntactic and semantic infomation used in
the experiments. Our current work involves the expansion
of the dataset to cover additional domains, languages, and
data-points. Our future work will focus on semi-automatic
domain modelling for information extraction and summa-
rization. The corpus is made available to the research
community through the CONCISUS Web page at http:
//www.taln.upf.edu/pages/concisus/.
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